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Lesson Plan 

 
Teacher’s Name: Ashley Grady Grade Level: 10 Day in Unit: 3 

Topic/Genre/Focus: Love Letter 

Objective (what is your reason for teaching this; 
what do you want students to know) 
Students will be able to write a love letter 
 
 
 

Common Core Standard Aligned with Objective: 
 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine and convey complex ideas and 
information clearly and accurately through the 
effective selection, organization, and analysis 
of content. 
 

Lesson Elements 
Activities, discussions, assignments, lectures, etc Time Materials/Technology/

Accommodations  
#1 Introduction to Love Letters. 
“I would like for you to take out your writers notebook and take 
notes on this genre, because it will come in handy later on.” 
 
-“What is a love letter?” **Wait for response 
 (make sure they get that this is the basic definition) 
“A love letter is written to someone you love.” 
 
-“Who do you write love letters to??” **Wait for response 
 “You can write a love letter to a friend, lover, or family member” 
 
-“Today we will be focusing on love letters that are romantic.”  
 
-“In what formats can you express love in your love  
letter?” **Wait for response 
(The ones I will have are by a poem, song, or just an expository type 
letter).  
 
 “The format of you letter will not change the components of it, so 
can anyone tell me what the components of a lover letter 
are?”**Response 
(The ones I will have are; a salutation, a purpose, and a confession of 
love, and signature).  
 
 
-“Before I go any further I want to explain what the purpose is 
because I know it can get confused with the confession of love part. 
The purpose is not just to confess your love, but to also tell them why 
you must let them know how you feel. For example, you might be 
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telling the person you love them because you are moving or because 
you want to date them.” 

#2Mentor Text- Love letter to Diego from Frida 
I will show the love letter on the screen and read it out loud to them. 
Then I will ask them 
-“Can you point out the components of the love letter?” 
(I will make sure they state the salutation, body, purpose, confession 
of love, and signature) 
 
#3 Modeling. 
-I will show the students my completed love letter and read it aloud. 
(then I will switch slides to the one that has my love letter broken 
down) 
 
-“Do I have all the elements we discussed earlier?” **Response 
 
-“How did I confess my love?” 
(I said it in a joke so I want to make sure they understand it). 
 
-“Does everyone understand the basics of how to write a love letter?” 
**Response 
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#4- Brainstorm Handout (Think, Pair, Share) 
I will hand out the worksheet to the students and tell them how to fill 
it out. This hand out will have 3 portions to it; think, pair and share 
(the sharing will take place the next day). I will have the students take 
5 minutes to fill out the think portion themselves (here they will be 
brainstorming who to write their love letter to and how they could 
write it). Then after those 5 minutes are up I will have the students 
pair up with someone else. During this time they will give each other 
feedback on what they have chosen. This will take 10 minutes. After 
those 10minutes the students will be given more instruction for the 
next portion. 
 
-(once the sheet is handed out) 
-“This is a think, pair, share, worksheet, has anyone filled it out 
before?” **Response 
“For those of you who have not I will explain it now. It has three 
portions. The first one is the “think part” I would like all of you to 
take 5 minutes and think of people/ways of confession for your own 
love letter.” 
 
 
“Any questions?” **Response 
 
(After 5 minutes) 
“Okay, now that you have brainstormed I would like for all of you to 
pair up with the person sitting next to you and share what you have 
written. This will take about ten minutes” 
 
(After ten minutes) 
“Thank you for getting into your pairs and sharing, but class is 
almost over and I would like to explain what I want you to do by the 
next class period” 
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#5Homework 
The handout should be completed up until the share portion. I still 
want the students to share what they have with the class. So I will tell 
them to bring back that handout and be prepared to share what they 
came up with as a group the next day.  
 
-“Please bring this handout to class tomorrow because I would like 
for all of us to share our ideas and help each other more.” 
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